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Introduction
Formation of a new solid phase on cooling a binary two phase aggregate comprising a solid and liquid
is termed as peritectic transformation [ 11. Except for the grain refmement of a few Al-based alloys [26], the technological application of peritectic transformation has so far been limited. However, the
recent method of synthesizing the superconducting
YBCO-compounds
through peritectic
transformation necessitates a better understanding of the mechanism and kinetics of this liquid + solid
transformation [7-121. Experimental studies on peritectic transformation are often jeopardized by its
relatively complex transformation mechanism, extremely slow reaction kinetics, and presence of a
liquid phase in the microstructure during the phase transition. Besides, distinction between the
peritectic transformation product (or secondary phase) and directly solidified remnant liquid in the
microstructure is often too difficult. As a result, the experimental data on peritectic transformation
kinetics are scarcely available. As an alternative, several attempts have been made in the past to
formulate mathematical models on peritectic transformation. For instance, Titchner and Spittle [ 131
have proposed that the secondary phase thickness (w) varies with time (t) through a power law: w =
At”, where A is a constant and n is the time exponent varying between 0.36457 depending on the
concerned alloy system. St. John and Hogan [ 141 have utilized the Wagner equation [ 151 for diffusion
controlled growth of an intermediate phase to arrive at a similar power law with n = 0.5. Maxwell and
Hellawell [5] have proposed a model, assuming a Laplacian concentration profile in the product phase
that restricts the solution only to the dilute alloys. Recently, Lopez [16] has considered a quasi-static
interface difiusion across the product phase and a stationary profile in cored or homogeneous primary
phase to derive an analytical expression for peritectic growth. It is apparent that these models embrace
several oversimplified assumptions and lack in systematic validation with the relevant experimental
data. In this paper, a simple mathematical model on the kinetics of peritectic transformation has been
proposed and its predictions have been compared with the experimentally determined data from the
Cd-Ag system. It may be noted that the kinetic data on isothermal peritectic transformation in the CdAg system, which yields excellent microstructures for kinetic analysis, have not been reported earlier.
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The Mathematical Model
Fig. 1 presents a schematic binary phase diagram where the two phase mixture comprising the properitectic solid (p) of composition C,, and liquid (L) of composition C&,undergoes peritectic transformation to form the a-phase on cooling through the peritectic temperature (TP) as follows: p + L +
a. If the p particles are assumed to be equispaced spheres of uniform size, the phase transformation
kinetics in the alloy can be represented by the rate of transformation in a cell of radius,
Ri = ~,(3/4~)]‘“, where N, is the number of p nuclei per unit volume (Fig. 2). Continuous cooling of
an alloy of composition COfrom the liquid state to Tp results into a transformation cell comprising p of
radius SIP inside a liquid pool of outer radius R. If the slow cooling continues up to a temperature T1
(< Tp), a very thin layer of 01 of thickness (SZP-Sip) would form around p. Here the growth of a is
accompanied by the migration of both a-P interface located at S and cc-liquid interface at SZduring the
isothermal peritectic transformation at TI. It may be noted that the mass transport in peritectic transformation has several similarities with that in precipitate dissolution. It is known that the linearized
composition gradient approximation [17] yields a much better estimate of the dissolution kinetics as
compared to that assuming an invariant interface location [IS]. Hence, the concentration gradient in a
enveloped between two moving interfaces in diffusion controlled peritectic transformation at the
temperature T, (Fig. 1) has been assumed to be linear in the spatial variable (r) as shown in Fig. 2(b).
S,, at T, may be obtained from the overall mass balance within the transformation cell as:
(4/3)‘@1~)~C$ + (4/3)7c(R? - S&&=

(4/3)7cR3Co

(a)

(b1

Radius
Composition

Figure 1. A schematic binary phase diagram defining the
concentration terms in peritectic transformation.

Figure 2. (a) A transformation cell and (b) the
schematic composition-distance profiles in it, during
peritectic transformation in an alloy of composition CO
at TI of Fig. 1.
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Sip= Ri{(Co- Cl,)/(C, - Cl,))
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(1)

where C,, and ICI,represent the respective concentration values of the S and liquid phases in contact
with each other.
Applying Zener’s linearized concentration gradient approach [ 171 to the 01phase, SzPat the onset
(i.e. t = 0) of isothermal transformation at T1 may be determined through a similar exercise:

1
1

+@$
+wc,}
5

R:(C, -C,)+S;,
S2, =

$(C@ +C,,)-C,

(2)

where, C!,, and C,l are the a-compositions (at T,) at the al-p and the a-liquid interfaces, respectively.
Here, the mixing in the liquid at Ti is considered to be fast enough to make it homogeneous with
composition C,, while, composition in B is assumed to be constant at C,,. From the mass balance
condition, the location of the a-liquid interface (Sz) at a given t may be determined as follows:
s,

=( AR:;W)“’

(3)

where A = (C, - C,), B = [{OS (C,, + C,,)} - C&j, and K =[{OS (Caa + Cd)} - Cl]. Similarly, the B-a
interface location at a given t can be obtained from the mass balance condition across that interface:

(4)
where D, is the volume diffusion coefftcient in a. Substituting St from equation (3) in equation (4) and
rearranging, it may be readily shown that,

(5)
The left hand side of in equation (5) can be further simplified, since,

For {(B/A)(Sl/l&)3} << 1, binomial expansion of the term in square bracket in equation (6) followed by
truncation of (SI/R$~ and higher order terms, yields:

(7)
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Substitution of equation (7) in equation (5) results in the expression:

06

S,-alS:+alSf-alS~-b=~@t
I

(8)

where,

At t = 0, equation (8) reduces to:
b=S,, -a$:,

+a,Stp -a&

(9)

Equation (8), may now be used (incorporating the values of the constants al, a?, g, b and a) to readily
determine the p-cr interface position at any given t during the isothermal peritectic transformation.
Subsequently, the a-liquid interface position (Sz) at that instant is obtained by substituting the value of
S , in equation (3).
Experimental

Two Cd-rich binary alloys containing 4 and 5 at.% Ag were prepared by melting high purity (> 99.99
wt.%) Cd and Ag in evacuated and argon tilled glass capsules. The molten alloys were furnace cooled
to Ti < Tr (= 616 K) and quenched in iced brine to room temperature to retain the microstructure at Ti.
Subsequent isothermal kinetic studies at Ti, (controlled to f 1 K) were carried out by reheating
cylindrical samples of 3 mm diameter, cut from the quenched ingot and encapsulated in evacuated
glass tubes (with 3 mm inner diameter) to prevent oxidation and minimize gravity segregation.
Following the isothermal treatments for varying lengths oft, the samples were quenched in iced brine
and subjected to an extensive microstructural investigation under the optical microscope. The polished
samples were etched with a solution containing 40 g of Cr03 and 3 g of Na2S04 in 200 ml distilled
water. The area fraction of p was estimated through the ‘systematic point count method’ [19] using a
25 x 25 square grid eyepiece at 100X magnification.
Results and Discussiods
The Cd-Ag system is considered suitable for validation of the present model because peritectic
transformation in Cd-Ag occurs at a relatively lower temperature (T,, = 616 K) and is not succeeded by

any other phase transition that could change the microstructure. Furthermore, a in this system is
known to form predominantly by the peritectic transformation instead of a directiisomorphous
solidification from the remnant liquid [14]. It may be pointed out that the microstructure following
peritectic transformation in Cd-Ag is far more revealing for kinetic analysis than those in other systems
like Pb-Bi reported in the literature [20].
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Fig. 3 presents a typical microstructure comprising the bright dendrites of fl surrounded by a thin
but uniform layer of CL(dark), developed in the course of continuous cooling from the liquid state to
T1 = 603 K (< T,,) followed by quenching in iced brine to reveal the microstructure at the onset (i.e. t =
0) of peritectic transformation. Here the remnant liquid has solidified into a very fine two phase
(a + l3) aggregate (Fig. 3). Following reheating to T1, the thickness of the 01layer now increases with t
during isothermal holding at T1 due to peritectic transformation. For instance, the cx-envelope formed
at TI after t = 15 min (Fig. 4) is thicker than that at t = 0 (Fig. 3). It is evident that the area fraction of 01
in the microstructure increases with t at a given TI at the expense of both j3 and liquid. However, the
rate of consumption of liquid is faster than that for dissolution of /3, since the net solute flux across the
liquid-a interface is possibly more than the same across the P-a boundary. Fig. 5 reveals that the volume fraction of a = 0.6 after isothermal treatment at T1 for 2 h, as compared to that of 0.05-O. 1 in the
as-quenched co’ndition (Fig. 3). Similarly, the volume fraction of p in Fig. 5 is less than 0.4 of that in
Fig. 3. Microstructural features typical to the later stage of peritectic transformation is illustrated in
Fig. 6. Here the area ‘A’ represents a typical cavity formed due to the expulsion of liquid which could
otherwise solidify into a fine two phase structure (like in area ‘C’) following quenching from T1.
Therefore, it appears that the microstructure only in the early part of the transformation (say, in Figs. 3
and 4) conforms reasonably to the idealized configuration of the transformation cells i,n Fig. 2. The
microstructural features observed in Cd-5 at.% Ag alloy are quite similar to those in Cd-4 at.% Ag
alloy.
Figs. 7 and 8 compare the predictions of the present model with the experimental data from the Cd4 and 5 at.% Ag alloys, respectively. Input parameters used for the calculations are presented in Table
1. It is evident that the predicted transformation kinetics are in excellent agreement with the experimentally measured data until D,t&’ = 0.5. Beyond this point, the predicted rates appear to be significantly faster than the experimental data, possibly due to the experimental uncertainties. For instance,
the idealized geometry of the transformation cell (Fig. 2) may not be tenable at D,t.&’ > 0.5 as: (a) the
liquid pool ceases to be interconnected, and (b) the displacement of the entrapped liquid leads to the
formation of voids (e.g. region ‘A’ in Fig. 6). As a result, the transformation kinetics can slow down
significantly, rfesulting in the divergence between the predicted results and experimental data beyond
D,t/Ri’ > 0.5 (cf. Figs. 7 and 8). Nevertheless, the observed trend of gradual retardation of the transformation kinetics is qualitatively corroborated by the results predicted by the present model.

Figure 3. Microstructureof the Cd&t.% Ag alloy, fbrnace
cooled to 603 K liom the liquid state and quenched in iced
brine.

Figure 4. Microstructureof the Cd-4at.%Ag alloy, quenched
in iced brine after isothermal holding for 15 minutes at 603
K.
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Figure 6. A magnified view of Fig. 5, illustrating the p (area
marked ‘B’), a (dark grey) and liquid (marked ‘C’) at a later
stage of isothermal peritectic transformation (2 h) at 603 K.
Dark area (marked ‘A’) in the microstructure represent a cavity
formed due to expulsion of the liquid.

Figure 5. Quenched microstructure of a Cu4at.% Ag alloy,
following isothermal transformation at 603 K for 2 h.

Until now, the most detailed analysis of peritectic transformation kinetics has been carried out by
Lopez [ 161 considering either a cored or constant composition profile in p within a finite geometry of
the transformation cell. The results from this model have, however, not been validated by a suitable
comparison with the experimental data. Figs. 7 and 8 show the kinetics predicted by the Lopez model
for the present alloys. When the p composition is assumed constant, Lopez analysis shows a poor
agreement with the experimental data at D,t/Ri2 > 0.2, possibly due to the quasi-static interface approximation in this model. In fact, it has earlier been shown that the interfacial movement in a moving
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Figure 8. Peritectic transformation kinetics in a Cd-Sat.% Ag
alloy. Experimental data are represented by open circles.
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TABLE 1
Input Parameters for the Calculation of Peritectic Transformation Kinetics in Cd-Ag System.
Equilibrium Compositions (at.%)
CPP

80.75
80.75

Cl,

qcr

cap

Ctxl

Cl

97.4
97.4

80.75
80.75

93.1
93.0

96.9
96.0

98.8
98.4

Ri

D,

(m>

(m*/sec)

1.2 x 1W4 1 s lo“*
1.2x IO-! 1 x lo“*

boundary problem like precipitate dissolution [ 181 influences the local concentration gradients at the
interface, and consequently, has a significant influence in the mass balance across the interface. When
the Lopez model assumes a cored composition profile in p, the predicted results deviate significantly
from the experimental data throughout the transformation. Here, the divergence appears to originate
from the quasi-static interface approximation, as well as, time invariant cored composition profile in p.
On the other hand, Figs. 7 and 8 show that the Laplacian concentration profile assumed in Maxwell
and Hellawell model [5] yields a satisfactory agreement with the experimental data only during the
early stage of transformation (D,t&* < 0.25), when the effect of impingement of the diffusion fields
can be ignored. In summary, the results predicted by the present model seem to be closer to the experimental data than those obtained from other models proposed earlier [5,16].
Conclusion
An analytical model on the kinetics of peritectic transformation based on the linearized concentration
gradient approximation has been presented and validated through a suitable comparison with the
relevant experimental data from the Cd-Ag system. The predictions by the present model show a better
agreement with the experimental results than those by the earlier proposed models. The observed
reaction rates, however, show divergence from the rates computed through the present model at the
later stages of transformation (D,J/R? > OS) possibly due to the deviation from the idealized geometry
arising out of liquid entrapment and/or void formation.
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